ANNOUNCEMENT
ON
SERVICE CHARGES FOR MONEY TRANSFER IN-OUT WITHIN
THE COUNTRY THROUGH THE NATIONAL BANK OF CAMBODIA

National Bank of Cambodia has an honor to inform customers with NBC's account who need to transfer money in-out between Operation Department and Branches of National Bank of Cambodia as following:
- Customers need to make transfer order (as form attached) along with withdrawal check from their accounts.
- Service charge is 0.10% on transferring amount (service are not charged on state budget transfer)
- Minimum amount 12,000 riel or 3 dollars per transaction
- Maximum amount 4,000,000 riel or 1,000 dollars per transaction

Service is charged from bank making the transaction, not the customers who are the recipients once received the money.
This announcement shall have effect from the signing date.

Phnom Penh, 24 August 2009

The Governor
Signed and Sealed: Chea Chanto